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Case Study

Rayx Engineering Adds
Print Automation, Slashes
Production Time and Waste
Rayx Engineering, LLC, a manufacturer of electronic
devices and wire harness assemblies, runs a demanding
production schedule. Serving industries ranging from
commercial to aerospace, Rayx manages a wide variety of
products, assembly scenarios and tight deadlines.

Challenge
Printing a series of wire harness labels requires several steps,
starting with opening a file and entering job-specific data. While
these tasks are simple, repetitive steps cost time. And manual
data entry can result in mistakes.
“Without saving label jobs, we were spending a lot of
unnecessary time re-entering data,” says Rayx Technical Manager
Todd Schnagel. “Our operators are detail oriented, but most
aren’t computer literate. Inevitably, somebody will enter the
wrong part number or quantity.”
Then there’s the actual printing, which has its unique challenges.
“We used to print on label sheets, which wastes a lot of labels
when you’re not utilizing the entire sheet,” Schnagel says. “We
didn’t have anything better; it was just part of a flawed process.”

Solution
Schnagel called HellermannTyton Tool Systems Manager Terry
Shortland to discuss his challenges. Shortland responded,
describing the many capabilities of TagPrint® Pro label printing
software and the concept of print automation.
“Terry explained how the latest version of TagPrint supported
the use of a bar code scanner to replace manual processes. Print
automation was exactly the solution I was looking for.” The

“Print automation was
exactly the solution I was
looking for.”

two met to go through a demonstration of the system. After
witnessing the many ways he could automate his workflow and

Todd Schnagel, Technical Manager

eliminate human error, Schnagel was eager to bring the system
in-house.

Result
As Schnagel puts it, “Operators don’t always like to adapt to new
procedures. Once we tweaked the software to do what we wanted,
response from the team was very positive.”
Before automation, operators entered 20 different labels by hand.
With the streamlined process, label jobs are now saved, and calling
up each one is simply a matter of scanning a bar code on the order.
“They used to dread the operation. Now they actually enjoy it.”
Schnagel reports a five-minute process is down to under one minute.
Even print time is two to three times faster, now that Rayx switched
to HellermannTyton’s thermal label printers. The company is seeing
almost no material waste, as well. “We’re sending out more product
in less time, with significantly less wasted labor,” says Schnagel. “And
data entry mistakes are a thing of the past.”

More
For more information on HellermannTyton’s
complete line of identification solutions,
visit www.hellermann.tyton.com
or contact us at 800-537-1512.
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